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ABSTRACT:

The European Space Agency (ESA) decided in March, 1991 to phase out the
existing telecommand standard (PSS-45) and replaces it with the new CCSDS
(Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems) compatible standard, the
packet telecommand standard PSS-04-107.

SCHLUMBERGER Industries has developed a telecommand encoder, the TC
3900, which complies with the packet telecommand standards. It belongs to a new
family of modular products using new technologies and incorporates in only one
single housing of 7 units high and 19" wide, the telecommand encoder, a PSK-
FSK sub-carrier modem, and WAN (Wide Area Network) and LAN (Local)
interfaces.

The CCSDS recommendations oblige to implement new functions, which were not
used with previous standards : we propose to describe what are the new services
provided by the packet telecommanding and how they have been implemented in
the TC 3900 encoder.

1) INTRODUCTION

The European Space Agency (ESA) decided in March, 1991 to phase out the
existing telecommand standard (PSS-45) and replaces it with the new CCSDS
(Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems) compatible standard, the
packet telecommand standard PSS-04-107.



One of the reasons of that choice was that the old standard was designed to
support a reduced number of spacecraft, and was limited by the number of
spacecraft address available using the ASW (Address and Synchronization
Word).

The second reason and the main one, is the fact that the packet telecommand
transmission provides higher performance services, particularly in error control
and data rates, which are required by the new missions.

For example, the packet telecommand process enables the complete
management of retransmission to be performed locally in the TT&C station, by the
telecommand encoder. This releases the Satellite Control Centre from the control
of correct reception of telecommand frames.

SCHLUMBERGER-Industries has developed a telecommand encoder, the TC
3900 which complies with the packet telecommand standards.

The CCSDS recommendations oblige to implement new functions which were not
used with previous standards : for example to be able to perform a local check of
the encoding function, the TC Encoder must have a built-in TC Decoder simulator,
to be able to manage the retransmissions. The characteristics of the space-link -
for example, the propagation delay - and those of the ground telemetry chain,
must also be simulated, as well as the telemetry sampling rate.

In the same manner, as the Packet TC Encoder handles locally the verification of
the good transmission of telecommands to the spacecraft, it must have the
capability to exchange data with the Control Centre without losses or errors and
with a sufficient buffering capacity.

We propose to describe the new services provided by Packet Telecommand and
how they have been implemented in the TC 3900 Encoder.

2) PROBLEMS WITH PCM TELECOMMAND STANDARDS PSS-45

In 1988, the standardization group within ESA (European Space Agency),
proposed to phase out the existing telecommand standard (PSS-45), and replace
it with the new CCSDS compatible standard, the packet telecommand standard
PSS-04-107.

This new standard is now in force for all new ESA projects.



There were mainly two reasons for proposing a new standard

- higher performances and services are required by new missions, particularly in
error control,

- the PSS-45 standard was designed to support up to 80 spacecrafts, and was
limited by the number of spacecraft addresses which could be allocated.

Spacecraft addresses

The spacecrafts are identified using the ASW (Address and Synchronization
Word). Due to its size, about 150 more ASW’s are available. But in fact as most
spacecrafts of the same family use the same telecommand bit rate and subcarrier
frequency, the only identification is provided by the ASW. So an ASW selection
criterion has been defined for these families of spacecraft, upon which the
minimum Hamming distance of each valid ASW and its complement, correlated
with another word of the same family, over a shift range +- 15 and over the whole
class of telecommand messages should not be greater than, or equal to 2.

With that criteri, no family of 8 codes can be obtained now out of the 150
remaining ASW’s. As usually two TC decoders can be found in a spacecraft, no
family of 4 spacecraft can be found for safe use.

So the new requests for ASW’s cannot be satisfied.

Increase of performance

Due to its encoding principles, the PSS-45 telecommands are based on TC
frames which contain fixed length data (3 words of 8 bits giving 24 bits of of
command information, with an additional “Mode selection” word of 4 bits used to
identify the distribution format of the data). The protection of the data is given by
the redundancy, as each 8-bits data word is sent twice in every frame in order to
lower the probability of frame rejection, and encoded using a (12,8) code derived
from the (15,11) Hamming code.

With the ASW word and the redundancy and encoding, the TC frame contains 96
bits.



The contents of the frame are defined to provide several different services :

 - serial load commands : 24-bits data,

- memory load command : 8-bits address which specifies the destination of the
16-bits data following,

- On/off command : transmission of three On/Off commands.

To be able to send more data, several adjacent frames must be sent :

- time-tagged command : two frames are sent with the indication of the time at
which the command must be executed on-board, in the first frame,

- block-by-block telecommands are used when loading large on-board memories,
and is composed of consecutive frames.

Using these redundancies and encoding, the probability of a telecommand frame
false but accepted on-board equals 10E-4 for a bit error probability of 10E-2. But
the probability of a TC frame correct but rejected is of about 8.E10-2 for the
previous BER.

Four main problems can be identified

- huge amounts of data cannot be easily transported,

- the degree of protection is fixed : so the channel occupation remains the same,
even if the data to be transmitted can tolerate a lower level of quality.

- the only way to know if the TC frame has been accepted or rejected is to find out
if it has been executed on-board, with the help of the telemetry data coming back
later. This means that each TC frame must be monitored by the ground control
centre. As a block of data is shared into 96-bits TC frames, each one must be
controlled.

There Is therefore dependency between the Transport and the Application.

3) CCSDS PACKET TELECOMMAND

One of the most important aims of the CCSDS recommendations was to provide a
common method for all space agencies to send/receive data through different
shared ground stations (cross-support).



The second aim was to provide and ensure that the user would have a reliable
and transparent delivery of telecommand information.

So different concepts have been used.

Layered architecture

The telecommand system is designed following the general principles of layering
as proposed in the Reference model of Open Systems Interconnection developed
by the ISO (International Organization for Standardization).

The different services are defined and supported by the layered model. The
layering allows a complex procedure such as spacecraft command to be
decomposed into sets of peer functions residing in common architecture layers.
Within each layer, the functions exchange data according to established protocols.
Therefore, an entire layer within a system may be removed and replaced without
destroying the integrity of the rest of the system.

Three main services have been defined :

- the Data Management service which provides the command data delivery and
management services for the user. This means for example the translation of
human-language-like directives into process-interpretable telecommands. The
application data is formatted into end-to-end transportable data units called TC
Packets.

- the Data Routing Service segments the large packetized transportable data units
into smaller communication oriented segments for transfer through the the space
data channel. It also provides Multiplexer Access Points (MAP’s) for multiplexing
of segments to allow data flow control. The segments obtained have a fixed length
to be placed into TC Transfer Frames data units. The Transfer frames layer is the
heart of the CCSDS TC system, and offers a wide range of services to deliver
data to the users.

- the Channel Service performs the encoding of the transfer frames to guard
against the telecommand channel noise-induced errors, and interfaces with the
physical transmission channel. At that level, the transmission is synchronous.



Telecommand data structures

The TC Packets are segmented, and placed into the data field of the TC
Segments, which are preceded by a header. The TC Segments are encapsulated
into by the TC Transfer frame header and an optional trailing error control code.

Then the TC Transfer frames are encoded into a series of short, fixed length TC
Codeblocks which provide error detection and correction capability.

Communications security and data protection

Two main services are identified :

- one at the TC Transfer frame level, provides the controlled delivery of data units
to the receiving end of the layer above, correct and without omission or
duplication, and in the same sequential order in which they where received from
the layer above at sending end.
This is obtained by a transparent process of retransmission managed by that
layer. Different levels of retransmissions are provided depending on the COP
(Command Operations Procedures) used. The management of the
retransmissions is performed using the services provided by the lower layers,
such as the error-detection capability, with the help of the TC Codeblocks
encoding.

- the second service consists of the authentification and encryption mechanisms
which can prevent the manipulation or control of the spacecraft by an
unauthorized party and interpretation of data transmitted.

Packetization layer

This permits the user to optimize the size and structure of his application data set
with a minimum of constraints imposed by the transport.

End-to-end transport services of the Packetization layer can be provided by
attaching an error control field, to the standard header (application process
identifier, sequencing, delivery reporting...)



Segmentation layer

To guarantee a minimum access to the uplink channel, that layer provides two
mechanisms :

- segmentation of TC Packets into shorter pieces to insert those into fixed-length
TC Transfer frames,

- multiplexing.

This facilitates to have redundant interface access, in case of failure of on-board
subsystems, and an operational access to the link for each major user.

Transfer Frame layer and Channel Coding layer

These two layers provide the mechanisms to transfer data without error, omission
or duplication, and in their original sequence.

Two different services are provided (in ESA standards) :

- the Sequence-controlled service, which is used in normal spacecraft
communications, enables transport of TC Segments in their original sequential
order, with no error, and no duplication or loss of a complete TC Segment,
- the Expedited service which is used with TC segments which can be lost or
contain errors.
To be able to provide the first service, retransmission protocols are used and need
to dispose of a protocol within the layer, the COP-1 (Command Operation
Procedure One) and of a standard return data report in the telemetry link. The
second service is used when the telemetry link is not available.

Each of the TC Transfer frames must contain a Frame Sequence Number in its
added header, to be able to manage the retransmission.

After reception by the on-board decoder of TC Codeblocks and detection of
errors, a standard reporting data structure, the CLCW (Command Link Control
Word Format), is generated by the spacecraft for each decoded TC Transfer
frame. It is added into the telemetry data sent at fixed TM frame rate, and contains
informations on the correct or not reception of the TC Transfer frame. These
informations, once received on ground by the Telemetry Preprocessor, will be
directly transmitted to the Telecommand Encoder to permit the management of
the COP (retransmissions).



As the Telemetry data is received periodically, the CLCW’s are sent also
periodically to the TC Encoder, following a sampling rate which can be different of
the TM rate : this means the COP procedure must work, even if the CLCW’s are
missing (sub-sampling) or doubled (over-sampling).

Another problem arises with propagation delay between ground and space, which
may influence the COP management : several TC Transfer frames can be
transmitted when the acknowledgment of acceptance or rejection of the TC
transfer frame arrives on ground in a CLCW.

To be able to set-up the COP protocol on-board (called FARM, Frame Acceptance
and Reporting Mechanism), specific TC Transfer frames are used to carry
management configuration directives.

The spacecraft identifier is a 10-bits word which replaces the ASW word. 6 more
bits can be used as the Virtual Channel Identifier, as a spacecraft sub-identifier.
These words are in the TC Transfer frame header and so are independent of the
16-bits synchronization word added at channel coding level.

Coding layer

It provides the forward error correction capability and detection of errors. Each TC
Transfer frame is encoded and embedded into one CLTU (Command Link
Transmission Unit) which consist of :

- one 16-bits Start Sequence for synchronization service, which value equals
EB90h,
- one or more Codeblocks of a maximum length of 64-bits (56 bits of data),
- a Tail sequence.

It is possible to modify the the Codeblocks format : from 5 to 8 octets. The error-
correction code is a (63,56) modified BCH code (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem).

4) PACKET TELECOMMAND STUDIES

PTCTJ

SCHLUMBERGER-Industries was awarded by ESA (European Space Agency) in
1984 (with Swiss company CIR) a contract for the development of a Packet
Telecommand Test bench : the PTCTJ (Packet Telecommand Test Jig).



The PTCTJ has been designed to test packet telecommand encoders. Since in
1984 no ESA packet standards were available, the PTCTJ was realized with the
first implementations of the CCSDS recommendations (green and red books).

To be able to test on-board decoders, the PTCTJ includes a ground telecommand
encoder, a simulator of the on-board decoder and a simulation of the telemetry
link for the reception of the CLCW’s words.

The PTCTJ has been used to investigate the new CSSDS Packet Telecommand
recommendations, and assess their performance.

Our work on COP-1 and COP-2 protocols permitted the definition of new
implementations and to realize the ESA standards at that time.

That experience gave us also enough knowledge in 1986 to develop a Packet
Telecommand Encoder which could be proposed as a standard product, in 1986.

5) TC 3900 PACKET TELECOMMAND ENCODER

Introduction

The encoding part of the 3900 packet telecommand encoder was designed to
implement CCSDS Packet Telecommand Recommendations for packet
telecommand, but can be used to work with other standards simply by changing
the software : the hardware is the same as our PSS-45 standards products (TC
3945).

It belongs to a new family of modular products using new technologies and
incorporates in only one single housing of 7 Units high and 19" wide, the
Telecommand Encoder, a PSK/FSK Sub-Carrier Modem, WAN (Wide Area
Network), and LAN (Local) interfaces.

The PSK/FSK Sub-carrier Modem is fully programmable (Sub-carrier Frequency
and F0/bit rate ratio for example) and respects the CCSDS recommendations and
ESA Radio Frequency and Modulation Standards for PSK, and the GSFC 23/4/68
Standards for FSK

A certain number of technological choices have been made to allow the maximum
modularity so that the 3900 can be adapted to the various telecommand
standards, and also to the functional configurations appropriate to the
environment can be chosen.



TT&C stations and EGSE configurations

The TC 3900 has the capability to be used in Telemetry, Tracking and Command
stations (TT&C) for the operational control of satellites, using its built-in
communication interfaces (X25 level 3 and IEEE-488 Bus) and in the Electrical
Ground System Equipment (EGSE) for the check-out of spacecrafts before
launch.

In the TT&C station version of the TC 3900, the data structures and protocols,
used in data interchange tasks, can be executed in accordance with the ‘Station
Data Interchange Standards’ defined in ESA-ESOC GSED document Rev.5 May
82, but new services are implemented and new protocols have been also defined.

The basic configuration has the main features:

- the TC encoder can verify each telecommand in real time, using the Check
loops. The output of the modulator can be sent to the input of the demodulator,
and the demodulated data stream is compared with the sent stream, using a bit--
by-bit comparison.

- the data commands (requests) are received from the Satellite Control Centre
through a X25-level 3 interface, as X25 packets or via standardized ISO 8802/x
LAN’s (Local Area Networks) like Ethernet.

- control and monitoring of the 3900 is done through an IEEE-488 GPIB Bus
interface or RS232 or RS422 serial line interface or LAN.

- control and monitoring of the unit can be done locally, using the local interface
on the Front Panel. It consists of a LED display screen of 16 lines x 64 characters,
and of hexadecimal and customized keyboards. The dialogue is made using a
Menu with dedicated pages.

- all the set-up parameters are stored in non-volatile memory and kept in case of
mains power failure.

Data exchanges with users : three gateways and protocols

The TC 3900 can receive data at three different levels (gateways) of the layered
model using well-defined protocols :



- the Packet Gateway is used to receive TC Packets,

- the Segment gateway,

- the CLTU Gateway (Command Link TransmissionUnit), at the Channel Coding
Layer level.

For example two types of messages can be received on the Packet Gateway
interface :

- a ‘Request For Packet Gateway Data Transfer’ used to transmit a TC Packet,
having a maximum size of 64 Kbytes,

- a ‘Request For Packet Gateway Control Command Transfer’ used to transmit a
Control Command to the controlled end (spacecraft).

A ‘Request For Packet Gateway Data Transfer’ is a message which contains a TC
Packet which size can equal 64 Kbytes. It contains several additional parameters
which permit the definition of its source, destination and to chose the CCSDS MA
and Virtual Channel for priority management.

After reception of that message, the TC 3900 sends back an acknowledgement
message to indicate if it accepts or not, and to store the packet in its memory.
Once stored, it goes through the different layers of the TC 3900, until it is shared
into numbered TC Transfer frames. The transmission is effected and the
retransmission is managed in a transparent manner. When all the TC Transfer
frames have been accepted by the spacecraft (meaning all the CLCW’s have
been received and correct), a message is released to confirm the transmission of
the packet to the end-user.

The same protocol is used, with a phase of acceptance/rejection and then
confirmation between the layers in the TC 3900. These protocols are seen by the
user when it is connected to one of the two others gateways.

Three functions in one

The TC 3900 implements three main functions :

- a Packet telecommand encoder  which receives CLCW’s from an external
Telemetry preprocessor,



- a Packet telecommand decoder : it perfoms the on-board decoder functions, and
uses the data sent by the encoder to simulate all the decoding stages and the
telemetry link. This permits the handling of the complete TC/TC processing with
the simulation of space and systems parameters such as the propagation delay
and sampling rate.

- a Packet telecommand format validation unit : connected to an external encoder,
it can assess its performances by decoding data in a deeper manner than the
on-board decoders, giving a detailed classification of the errors found.

Function 1 : Telecommand Encoder

It realizes all the functions defined in the different layers of the encoder :

- Receives from the SCC, CCSDS TC Packets embedded into (or split into) X25
packets.
- Sends an acknowledgment of reception and acceptance into its buffers (64
Kbytes packets can be stored until complete transmission to spacecraft).
- Performs the Packet segmentation.
- Manages the Packets priorities, using two groups of MAP’s (Multiplex Access
Points which may be Interrupt or Normal).
- Encodes segments into Transfer Frames.
- Manages 4 CCSDS Virtual channels at a time (can be modified by set-up,
depending only on the memory available).
- Encodes Transfer Frames into CLTU’s at channel coding level and performs
transmission of data with acquisition bytes added before each frame (PLOP 1 in
physical layer).
- Adds Idle bytes between frames (PLOP2).
- Serializes data and modulates it at sub-carrier level.
- Uses the returned data demodulated by the built-in demodulator to compare it in
real time with data sent.
- Receives from the Telemetry Preprocessor (or the built-in decoder simulator) the
CLCW’s words which are sent by the on-board decoder to acknowledge the TC
Frames.
- Retransmits the Transfer Frames which were not correctly acknowledged.
- Transmits to the SCC a Packet Transmission Confirmation message once all the
TC Transfer Frames have been well received and acknowledged by the
spacecraft.



Function 2: Telecommand Decoder Simulator

A Packet Telecommand Encoder cannot work without the Telecommand Decoder
of the spacecraft to manage the retries (COP-1). The simulated decoder uses the
encoded data, decodes it and generates simulated CLCW’S.

- Receives the modulated data, demodulates it, performs synchronization and
ambiguity resolution.
- Extracts CLTU’s and decodes these into Transfer Frames.
- Perform the FARM processing on four virtual channels, which is the acceptance
and validation of the Transfer Frames.
- Generates the CLCW’s (ACK for ground).

Function 3: Telecommand Validation

Useful for Check-Out purposes.

- Verifies the format of the encoded frames in accordance with the CCSDS
recommendations.
- Verifies all the control fields.
- Provides the reasons for the error, using a classification tree.

Figure : Functional diagram of TC: 3900 Packet Telecommand Encoder


